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Tinis is the Science-Advisor's Report on USML-1 Project enti_]ec
"The Study of Dopant Segregation Behavior Durinq the Growth of GaAs
in Microgravity". (Contract No. NAS8-381aS)
The final phase of the work is under way. Specimens obtained frcm
earth-grown ingots as well as from space-grown iUSML-1) ingots of
GaAs are Oeing characterized. Preliminary results of the GaAs
experiment on US_L-1 were reported at the Gordon Research Conference
in July and at the Crysta]-Growt_ Conference in Ba]timcre in August.
Further results were reported at USML-1 Review at MSFC in ]a<e
Seotember,1993.
Two types of cartridge assemDlies are De_ng designed a_ the mcmen_.
One of _hese will be used for earth-based growth experiments. The
other will be used for GaAs crystal-growth exgerlments on US_.IL-2.
Both assemblies wii] include an e_ectrlca] interface demarcation
system, so that the interface shape throughout the growth _rocess cz_
be determined.
Let me summarize some of my activities during the course of th;s
contract. During the first two years I spent at ]east one day 3 wee_
in conference with Dr. David Matthiesen, the Princiua] investig_tor.
I earticipated in tne design, fabrication, and assembly of growth
ampoules to be used in earth-based and space experiments,and in
_he determination of the experimental conditions required, i a_sc
grew several of the Gallium Arsenioe crystals that were used in these
experiments. In addition, I trained Matthiesen's assistant in the use_
of the apparatus, and supervised him until I was satisfied that be
had mastered the prodedure adequately, i also participated in ;wc of
the SIMS exercises for the USML-1 flight. During the subsequent
oeriod of the contract I was in freeuent communication with
Matthieson on matters concerning results from the USML-1 flight
as well as plans for the USML-2 experiments. I also was in Hunts'¢:]_e
during the USML-1 flight to _articipate in monitoring and modifying
the the GaAs growth conditions if necessary. I also attended ti_e
USML-1 Review at MSFC in September 21-23, 1993 where we discussed the
results of the UMSL-1 results and plans for USML-2.
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Prelimirary results from the USML-I QaAs crystal growth experiments
indicate that some of the growth conditions must be modified for the
USML-2 flight. One of the two specimens exhibited voids at tne core
of the ingot. This indicates tna_ the neat-of-fusion of tre crysta
could not be dissipatea rapidly enough at the growth-rate emmloyea.
This condition, aside from producing voles, lea_s to a ccncave rathe-
than a _lanar solid-liquid interface. We shoulc try to come much
closer to a planar growth interface on USML-2. If _he solid-iicuid
interface is more than slightly concave, this leads to significant
radial segregation, and much of the useful information is
compromised. For USML-2 we should extend the GaAs growth period by mL
least a factor of three in order obtain a planar or nearly pianar
growth-interface and thus maximize the scientific benefit of ti_e
experiment.
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